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Country Music at it's finest. 10 Great Tracks by one of Country Music's newest performers. Will definately

be a collector's item. 10 MP3 Songs COUNTRY: Modern Country, COUNTRY: Traditional Country

Details: This Accoustic Album includes eight original songs that were written by Craig A. Willis (listen to

song samples). Craig included "Falling Out Of Love" which is one of his favorite songs by John Denver

and "Darcy Farrow" written by Gillette and Campbell. Craig is a member of ASCAP and has over two

dozen music and lyric credits that are sure to please every listener. His band, The C.A.Willis Band is an

up and coming HOT COUNTRY performing act. They perform all of his original songs as well as songs by

some of country's greatest stars of today and yesterday. Craig wrote WAYLON, WILLIE AND KRIS as a

tribute to the great Waylon Jennings as well as some of the heros of COUNTRY MUSIC such as Willie

Nelson, Kris Kristofferson and many others. Craig has been deeply imbedded in country music all of his

life. Spending time at his grandma's house he heard it nearly everyday of his life. "It's all we listened to at

home", said Craig, "and I have learned not only to love to listen, but to play and sing because of it." Craig

was one of John Denver's greatest fans. Even his desktop background is a tribute to this great performer.

With over five hundred songs to his credit from writing and performing, John Denver made an impact

upon the music world and upon Craig A. Willis. THE LIFE HE CHOSE is a simple statement about the

decisions that everyone make for their lives. Growing up in the midwest, Craig is very aware of the plight

of farming families and the great tradition they have shared over countless generations to pass down and

hold on to the family farms. He has seen the love for the land and their dedication to that love. This song

is dedicated to that spirit and love. For Father's Day, Craig wrote and performed THE SECOND OF for his

dad. "Often times it's not finding it hard to say things to your dad," Craig said, "but knowing how to say

what you feel. This song is straight from the heart about how important my dad has been to me through
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the years." And, it is evident that it is truly from the heart. LITTLE ONE was written with a coworker in

mind. The thought was suggested to him by the young woman who was preparing to have her first baby.

This lullaby has attracted alot of attention for his beauty and simplicity. The words are certain to warm the

heart. Craig wrote DO YOU BELIEVE, the title track of this album as a love ballad. It has pleased fans

everywhere. The message it delivers means so many things to so many different people, it is a MUST

HAVE selection to any music collection. COWBOY'S DREAM is just that. What every cowboy dreams of,

his special cowgirl. One of the most fascinating things about this song is the attention that it has drawn

from children. One fan reported that his two year old insists upon hearing the song over and over in the

car and that the sentiment was mirrored by his four and six year old. He said that he must have heard it

over a dozen times, at their request, when picking them up from daycare and school. WHO ARE YOU

DREAMING OF is about the thoughts one has when seeing their soul mate sleeping. Wondering if her

dreams are the same, and if they are shared. This album is a great collector's piece and will most

certainly be followed by many other albums from this new rising star.
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